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HANNAHSTRATFORD
TOPUTYOURHANDSINSIDEYOURSELF

Click
Clack
1’The

Desire to touch and be touched
by the amorous other is always also
the desire to touch another world.
Unrequited touch is an unrequited
world’ Ten Theses on Touch, or,
Writing Touch, Hypatia Vourloumis
To make an appropriate return of a
favour. Forcing fulfilment is a
backwards human condition, but to
compare
unrequitedness
to
otherworldliness feels fair. Vourloumis
explains how many love letters echo
each other, trying to locate objects
that denote those
moments of
affection. Dice indicate this and also
their (objective 12) chance.

click clacking

the cherried dice match the rhythm of the wheel’s rotation.

Touching and moving apart almost simultaneously,

unrequitedly 1, they kiss and bicker as the wheels of the car
churn out their own gravel and dirt.

Next, clammy from it’s pleasure, the vapours turn the
2

‘Perhaps they will retract to the

recesses later and share coffee and
cake, forlorn for their actions, a little
shady in mourning, but relived to have
buried the ones who wrapped
indecency around them.’ The Boiled
Inbetween Helen Marten p.58
Discussing human indecency over
coffee and campfires feels a natural
interlude for all three involved.

powdered sweat on the accompanying donut air freshener into
a scrappy pith.
The residues in the air are bitter and sweet like cut orange
tongues, they roll on the car’s carpet as light catches them
and forces vulnerability.

In front, A Clementine the taxi driver has bulbous hands, a flat
head of hair that is 1.25cm long and 1.25cm thick, with a face

3

When the eyes see or the lips touch
that skin on the surface of milk –
harmless, thin as a sheet of cigarette
paper, pitiful as a nail paring – I
experience a gagging sensation and,
still farther down, spasms in the
stomach, the belly; and all the organs
shrivel up the body, provoke tears and
bile, increase heartbeat, cause
forehead and hands to perspire. “I”
want none of that element, sign of
their desire; “I” do not want to listen,
“I” do not assimilate it, “I” expel it.,
Powers of Horror. Julia Kristeva p.65
‘I’ stands for our identity as subject,
but it is the least stable entity in
language. since its meaning is a
function of utterance, the I can shift
and change places due to being used
by the person who is saying it. this is
equally comforting and catastrophic.
The parameters within this exist so
that there is no I or A Clementine or
Dice, but only the assurance of
movement in between.

that’s never seen. A firm neck and broad shoulders speckled
with fruit lenticels, allowing lungs to breathe.
Their coffee is gripped onto like holding a breezeblock in one
hand. Knuckles are dense and catatonic, they sink in cake
batter and become tangled in my hair.

A cruel and evil trait to be adorned. To be coated in sweet and
refused entry to the mouth.

Sat in the back seat, straddling the seatbelt whilst gyrating, I
peer over the edge to look into the mouth. Perhaps these
people camping around their holes are viewing something
similar.2
Skin starts to warm and becomes tight like the surface of milk.
I look into the car’s cigarette lighter

3

next to clementine’s

bulbous hand and wonder how it would feel to put my tongue
inside of it. To know a surface different than the wetness of
my own.

And then I think how differently cake batter would taste whilst
4What

I look at is never what I wish
to see. The moment of losing the
gaze, is the initial moment of
seeing.’ Deciphering The Gaze In
Lacan’s ‘Of The Gaze As Object
Petit A

licking it off someone else’s finger.

When you’re in the backseat of a
car, when you try to catch the focus
of hedge for more than a second
before the eyes return back to
motions. The moment directly after
that holds a similar evocation of
slipping consciousness. In seeing
the blur of trees and hedges is
seeing the gateway to instability.

reflection and the other watching A Clementine watch me.

5 I saw the face of the man eating
his olive, it is a peculiar thing to do,
this gesture of entering holes, my
cars black petrol throat and my own
mouth, dark with old wine. Helen
Marten the boiled Inbetween, p97

stickiness through my touch, I inspect for a rouge one point two

Skin warms and creases further at the thought, the dice watching
start to agree. One eye is admiring myself in the rear view

And with that, I contemplate our borders. A chance to act, I
think. To propose just a gentle lick at first. Without pride or
dignity, I reach inside one of A Clementine’s lenticels and wrap
my nail firmly around their chewing gum. Gulping its tangible

five centimetre squared hair and sharply inhale. Our first
composited step across stability.
There is no confidence here.

To eat a raw garlic clove whole is
sinful, but to eat one stuffed into an
olive is a delight. However similar
the mornings after taste. I consider
this the same when drinking in a car
versus a garden. The tongue often
cheats you out of situations.

But on the contrary, only a strong and significant lure in.4

A Clementine releases its tensions and joins the campers at the
edge of their holes; both eager and waiting for indecency to

6

In practice the abject covers all the
bodily functions, or aspects of the
body, that are deemed impure or
inappropriate for public display or
discussion. ‘Refuse and corpses
show me what I thrust aside.’ Julia
Kristeva, The Powers of Horror.
Obscenity is perverse as it takes
advantage
of
laws,
rules,
boundaries and then disrupts them.
It is a simpler life to look away, but
in revealing it’s potential brings the
possibility of objective acceptance.
Repulsion is only there if you allow
it.
‘The rest of Freud’s work can then
read as a description of how that
ordering takes place, which led him
back to the question of femininity,
because its persistence as a
difficulty revealed the cost of that
order. He was aiming to resolve the
difficulty of femininity itself’.
Sexuality in the Field of Vision

7

To propose femininity as resolvable
is to corrupt the notion of entering
entirely. It is more perverse to
consider this as an ailment than
even disgust itself. This is a garlic
clove that is uncheatable in its truth.

return. Chewing gum-less, the cars black petrol throat at hand5,
together they aim to retrieve and gain a souvenir in return.

The car accelerates and the insertion is matched, it becomes
tenacious and ferocious and beautifully mutilating.
A Clementine’s jagged edged fingers climb inside of me and my
own chase after and climb down in too.
‘ABJECTION, your Honour! I demand an oscillating
mutilating fecundating ejaculating motion,
your Honour! please I beg,
before I must relieve myself!’
With an irreverent desire to destruct position, the motions starts
to reveal to me what I have thrust aside in order to live. 6
Windpipe now coated in the sticky forbidden, I glance up again
in the rear view mirror and I smirk as the actions unfold.

‘ Freud says sexuality is strictly an ordering, 7 I say I hysterically
refuse.’
I say these hands are inside of me.

Palms firmly castrated, the fingers and chewed up nails fall

onto
the

mattress

at the pit

of the

stomach, with an exaggerated gasp.

Relief.

A new bed, they think.

than philosophy or
anything like it, it is an animal
thing, it is pleasing as you would
use a tube of paint, to inject into
your production, so to speak.’
Duchamp. Abject Art, Repulsion
and Desire in American Art,
Simon Taylor

Belled sleeves and frilly pillow covers now coated in mud and

Audre Lorde thinks through the
usefulness of the erotic as
expansive immersion and the
extension of limits. “For the
erotic is not a question only of
what we do; it is a question of
how acutely we can feel in the
doing” Lorde 2007.Erotiscm a
frightening border but the use of
objects and their liquids is not to
be
overlooked
in
their
admittance.

Feeling out for edges, a sense of familiarity, we join in a
unionship of this delicious inhospitable erotic.

8.’Closer

9.

Translates to ’only meaning
drives you mad or there is no
madness
without
meaning.
Writes Michele Montrelay in ‘La
Passion de la Pert’.’ Sexuality in
the Field of Vision, Jacqueline
Rose.

a creamy spit, the inners becomes haptic on our arrival.

Now hands off the railing don’t touch!

As after all, eroticism is close to life, it has many facets and it
is pleasing to use.8 It is more familiar than petrol would like to
admit.
Or for us to admit petrol to be.

With a bitter itch and crack, at once our boundaries dissolve
and we are formed into a single hand gripping tight.
Onto what is unclear, but it both is warm and wet and bursting
full.

On n’est fou que de sens’

9

Is written on the label and acts as
the only distinguishing feature. A vessel laced in skin.

’What does not respect borders,
positions, rules. The in-between, the
ambiguous, the composite.”
she suggests that the term describes
something
‘other’
to
oneself;
a
(particularly unpleasant) borderline space
between subject and non-subject, self
and other; that can threaten an individual’s
stable identity’

10

Body parts are objectified by their status.
A callused palm or a blood filled cuticle
are indication to the opposite of supple.
To give them subjectivity would allow
space for their sensitivity to breath, a
contradiction of their appearance. For the
lack of cleanliness and virginity to become
vocal in their emotion.

11 All

things are beautiful when viewed
through the Vaseline smeared lens. His is
my ivory tower, I am Rapunzel whilst I
pluck a lute and blow panpipe, Yes, my
corn silk coloured tresses stream down his
tower’s side like cum down a masturbated
phallus. It stands erect and alone—my
ivory tower ’ Mike Kelly p 27
Kelly’s prose of how desire can lead to a
sense of ownership runs at an intersection
here. The association of the erotic leading
to attachment is not true in the case of
entering yourself. Desire is snickering at
the situation occurring and also at Kelly’s
proposal.

12 ‘ Objective chance’ is André Breton’s
term for the active synthesis of the
subjective and the objective. ‘A projection
of subjective desire onto objective facts so
as to manipulate them towards its
fulfilment.’

That’s right, they said, what you are is a
woman, possibly not human at all,
certainly defective. Now be quiet while we
go on telling the story of ascent of man
the hero.
But I am not an unaggressive or
uncombative human being. I am an aging,
angry woman laying mightily about me
with my handbag. However I don’t, nor
does anybody else, consider myself heroic
for doing so. It’s just one of those
damned things you have to do in order to
be able to go on gathering wild oats and
telling stories.’ Carrier Bag Theory of
Fiction, Ursula Le Guin;

13

Femininity was resolvable7, femininity is
defective, femininity is a rabbit in a sack.
Femininity is carrying a handbag over one
shoulder
containing
memory
and
experience,
and the weight of these contrived untruths
on the other.
In the eyes of the body, their combined
densities should amount to that of
heroinism.

The stability we had felt before is subsiding, control has
gone and the vessel is growing in it’s dominance.
As comfort is released, so is any remaining censorship.
The time when I thought I was a good judge or character
and my fingers disagreed becomes apparent. A slap on the
wrist, I think, an aggressive beep of a horn in punishment.

If you can’t trust yourself put your faith in others.
A chicken carcass, I think of a pumpkin’s gut, the soil in a
flowerpot. All times when my hands see for me and do so
willingly in times of disgust.
The situation that has come about here is similar, but
rather instead we have become itself and also not at all.
Voyeuring from our position, the filth that surrounds us is
repugnant in the way that it feels but more so in the way
that it is not to blame. As of course it is not the lack of
cleanliness that causes abjection but rather what disturbs
the system. 10
From a far, the chase of desire11 that lead us here is hiding
behind an animal cadaver, snickering.

Attention is brought to what’s within our grip.
The phrase ‘get a hold of yourselves’ feels redundant here,
as we try to assess what we’ve become. Objective
chance12 and it’s shattering binaries preform as the only
explanation.
‘Now contrary to popular understanding, the value of a
vessel outweighs that of a tusk, or of a sword.’

‘Come now, join the group suspension of disbelief’. The
campers start the fire with the car’s cigarette lighter and the
tale is told.

‘…For what’s the use of digging up a load of potatoes if
you have nothing to lug the ones you can’t eat home inwith or before the tool that forces energy outward, we
made the tool that brings the energy in.
A novel is a sack of words, words hold meaning, and a
home is a much larger container for the vessel. Now, a
hero would need the opposite, a pedestal or a pinnacle,
otherwise he’d look also look like a potato or a rabbit... ’
13

To put a thing inside of another thing, to savour it or to
share it or store it, is the most fundamental and sedentary
human condition. It came long before ever considering
protrusion, being heroic or killing the beast.

This pours into our ears and down into our stomach like a
warm drink.
The milky liquid swills the detritus around us and begins to
rise to the mouth as tide, with the warm and full vessel in
hand acting as our bo(u)y.
The notion of entering ourselves has become deliciously
paradoxical, in that the foul and blackened home within us
acts as the protection from the raging car crash outside.
The stomach is a box of dirt, we are a bag of sin fetishized
in desire, with an empty pedestal and no hero in sight.
Yet, will all its grime, it is contained and content, safe
within itself. We take it home with us as a souvenir of
gratitude to consume at a later date.

14

‘According to the Empedocles, life

begins with disconnected body parts.
Arms without shoulders, heads without
necks and other solitary organs bob
about on the surface of Earth until
love makes them come together and
form whole beings (with no guarantee
of functionality).’ Adaptation, Frieze.
There is a gentle cynicism in this idea
of bodily conception. Stoicism might
be more appropriate here, i.e. in the
external world, every event has a
cause, and freedom (or love) can only
be obtained when external events
cannot
affect
internal
events.
Although the body parts may be
castrated, they are objectified in their
own right to live independent
experiences.
15Excerpt

from Powers of Horror, Julia
Kristeva, p.6

For Kristeva, the abject is a
fundamental part of a persons buried
consciousness. The purpose of this
text is not to give evidence of this, but
rather encourage introspection of your
own internal filth.
To sit uncomfortably in its pool of
repression.

‘Only meaning drives you mad’9 reveals itself from the label
as it floats on the broken surface. Other solitary organs bob
about14 in their ripeness, their edges blurred from acid
truths. Now is the time to reassemble.

A tired sigh to be had. Together the bag is slammed into
our interior wall, we puncture the body, the body punctures
the tyres, a tissue a tissue we all fall down,
the wetness subsides and I spit myself out.
The juice of A Clementine squirts into my eye and now I
cant see anything other than our faded outlines and the blur
of moving headlights beside me.

‘The one by whom the abject exists is thus a deject who
places (them self), separates (them self), situates (them
self), and therefore strays instead of getting his bearings,
desiring, belonging, or refusing.
Instead of thinking of their “being,” they do so in
concerning their place: “Where am I?” instead of “Who am
I?” For the space that engrosses the deject, the excluded,
is never whole again, but essentially divisible, blurred, and
catastrophic.’ 15
Tongue tastes of befores garlic, still undeniable in its truth,
5 7 but what has become apparent is not its own sour
repulsion, rather an appreciation for the repulsion of other
bodies not wanting to protrude their own tongue into to
mine.
Tongue in cheek,
Hands inside,
Our sense of body and I3 joins the filth detritus and rain
water spilling out of the mindless gutter.
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BLOODORANGESANDLEMONS

BLOOD ORANGES AND LEMONS.
HIDE
When they

REPRESS

BLAME

squeeze the cherries to her mouth.

E.

Fourteen an age too young to grasp FORC

Be quiet girls, please don’t make a fuss.
A reassuring palm brushes upon the arms.

E.

Pressure of a creature, gravity of a FORC

ged on berries and cherries.

The scary goblins gor

rsist and

Pe

persist

and if you’re lucky she may just not

resist.

One step too close, their breath grazes her peach like skin.
She had no power or control; Hard,

bitter not sweet when they obsessed over that cherry.

Old men pass by and grab her thigh, waist, hip or arm.
Girls in their school uniform, just one button, it’s no fuss.

And if you do not comply you couldn’t possibly deny the snatching of those cherries.
She just turned sixteen, it’s not necessary to make a fuss.
Her child like frame so dainty, but its legal in my arms!
She teased me and teased me; doesn’t she owe it to please my watering mouth?

Resist resist resist

resist.

E.

I didn’t scream I didn’t dream of denying the FORC

When they squeeze the cherries to her mouth,
She knew she must not make a fuss to resist
The arms that force her.

ABCDEF
FAEBDC
CFDABE
ECBFAD
DEACFB
BDFECA
ENVOI
Thirty-nine lines.
six stanzas.
six-line stanzas.
three lines to finish.
Repeat.
Repetition.
Duplicate, reiterate.
Entangled in words restraining your thought, constraining you into re-living those moments
over and over;
The Restricting confines of being wrapped in an everlasting bandage that allows movement
but, on its terms, not yours.

Much like the event in question, I guess.

Maths is far from my strong point but when writing a sestina, numbers made it feel clear.
Letters become a jumbled, an amalgamation of line, numbers are seen so clearly.
Almost as if I can see the mark on the page transform into an amount on my hands.
For the first time numbers helped me think.

This isn’t the earliest abnormality in my exploration.
Trying to break my repetitive and draining behaviours thrust me into a different mind. The
ability to speak on words that have backflipped in the lowest part of my throat, forming
abscesses that burn an anxious hole in my chest is a skill I never thought I might obtain.
Twelfth century poets write rules for words then, eight hundred and something years later I’m
stepping into a WHITE box shrouded with rules and regulations, but somehow its utterly
freeing.

Allowing yourself to explore a confine of horror might just be the reason you escape.

cl k

The words seem un y,
and the repetition feels so wrong but you’re
maze that was once so perplexing.

(I’m)

m

finally understanding how to navigate a

Repeating a word where rhyme should live is lu py to touch, it makes my stomach churn
and sends a shudder from the deepest part of my body to the tip of my tongue. Words
shouldn’t feel like needles firing from the mouth, but embarrassment is just that.

m

Repeating a word where rhyme should live is lu py to touch, it makes my stomach churn
and sends a shudder from the deepest part of my body to the tip of my tongue. Words
shouldn’t feel like needles firing from the mouth, but embarrassment is just that.
Creating something you so desperately want everyone to love, even when you don’t love it
yourself, or your perception of that love is formed by the reaction of others. When your chest
shrinks and squeezes your vital organs it just feels so wrong,
“but you can’t go over it you can’t under it you have to go through it.”

To write in form is to meet expectations that structure is forced upon you. So many things in
this world are forced Upon you,
when you choose such a structure it almost feels liberating. You may explore, maybe deviate
slightly but then it’s no longer a sestina or a couplet so choose your syllables wisely. Or
don’t, Play with their expectations.

Half formed, I guess girls are a half-formed thing. I certainly was, maybe the next half was
formed sort of

wonky.

Are we all half ‘normal’ half askew?

I thought I knew but didn’t we all. I knew what was right for me, that being clothes that made
me look 10 years older and a deck of twenty cigarettes split between me and a friend, brought
by the wonderful man passing by on the street. What their intentions were I will never know.
Anyway, kids think they know, and we all know they don’t. But why is it we were so certain?
What was it that made that thirteen-year-old girl think her body was all she had to offer?
She thought being desired was the key to life, when really it was the key to a lot of pain.
Maybe the reason Goblins like ‘half formed girls’ (aka children) is because they know how
easy they are to control.
If they form the next half into weak self-hating entities, making it so easy for them to
manipulate into
the perfect
subservient
being.
It’s repulsive, isn’t it?
But it was our reality.
We all ate the fruit.
Because it wasn’t ‘cool’ to say no.

Eve, Jeanie and Laura ate the fruit.
It was their fault,

naughty little girls.

Lizzie was force fed the fruit.
Trod on, elbowed and clawed at, to smother her with the fruit.
But somehow still a conniving nymphet.

E

She may not eat the fruit, but I will FORC feed her the fruit.
If she Denys well she has no use to me.
If she dares to take the fruit into her own hands,

she bloody well asked for it.

Little Lolita couldn’t escape the leering presence of a goblin. A sneaky, conniving goblin at
that. Marry the mother and penetrate the life of his precious little nymphet.
Poor tiny Humbert,
‘Under the strain of this intolerable temptation’\
‘oh, my limpid nymphet!’
‘ I could kiss her throat or the wick of her mouth with perfect impunity’
‘my nymphet’

‘My Lolita’

“I knew I had fallen in love with Lolita forever; but I also knew she would not be
forever Lolita.”

I wince at the twisted words of Nabokov, but the vile themes are so ever present in our
Reality.
Humbert is a fictional character, but he exists in almost every corner of our society.
How is it possible to romanticize such atrocities?

They need to be spoken about; they exist. Not only do they exist but they infest. I don’t know
a single woman whose life was not infected at one point or another. They probably didn’t
even realise it either. A pandemic in our ‘transparent’ society

He was my boyfriend,
I didn’t say no,
I was drunk,
My skirt was quite short,
I placed my hand on his arm,
It became unbearable but he carried on,
He only grabbed me,
he kept asking,
I didn’t have a choice,
He offered me something,
I owed him something,
I was scared he’d get angry.
You didn’t want it,
You never asked for it,
It’s not your fault.
Excuses should be an attempt to justify evil, not rationalise cruelty.

What if in English class we were looking at it all wrong.
‘Laura just wants to have promiscuous sex in an incestuous lesbian relationship with her
sister Lizzie.’
Genuine words uttered in the sixth form classrooms reinforced by the goblin teachers.
Conversations like this were the reason I didn’t understand the happenings of my fourteenyear-old self.
A poem so clearly about rape and coercion made to be looked at in the most abstract way,
but why?

Why do goblins and goblin apologists lessen rape?
Why do goblins and goblin apologists pretend grabbing a woman in a sexual manner, when
she never gave consent is the norm?

Why do goblins exist?

Why when asked in the playground what he could have possibly done wrong, did I lie?
Perplexing thoughts for a Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday,
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday morning ,
afternoon and evening.

We sat around so consumed by discussing the semantics of ‘Curley’s wife’s’ RED dress and
RED lips that we failed to acknowledge, she is not owned, and she did not seduce herself into
a grave.
She was abused and murdered.

at’s

Th

w he

n the bell RING

SSSs.

The goblin teachers and the goblin students in training scuttled back to the market.
Come buy, come buy.
Come buy, come buy.

Come buy, Come buy.

Much like those goblins from the market they stole the locks right from my head. Just like in
the market they offered me shelter and love but stabbed my back with their ‘uncontrollable’
desires and unkept claws snagging my fruits from a withdrawn basket.
Goblins in training.
When will we unlearn girls are not a commodity, not a consumed product, not a tasty treat for
goblins to eat?
School uniforms and pig tails have become the target of the male gaze.
The line between twelve and sixteen is ever blurring.
Education is evolving into the new speed dating and children are told they should want to be
desired and to be desired they must be sexual.
The once disturbing tales of Humbert Humbert have become a cluster of whack a mole
happenings and no one really seems to be listening.
‘Light of my life, fire of my loins’ a notion that swims around in the heads of the Goblin
teachers and Goblin sympathisers.

Do you not realise she’s twelve?

The Media would have you believe there is no age limit on sexuality but if you just see it for
what it is you will want to remove every pound of flesh surrounding the outer layer of your
form. so,
pretend your blind until you can’t hide any longer, then plead ignorance.
Feast on our ripeness
But when we turn sour
Dispose of us, as if we are useless
We were not yours to devour.
She turns sixteen on the hour
I heard she’s pretty flightless

If you let her escape, your evening will be delight-less.
Sweet little flower.

They never present themselves until they are ready.
But when they do, their hands become bony, faces fall droopy and eyes triple in size.
Their height shrinks smaller, but their weight grows heavier and begins to feel like many
have felt before me.
Moist pustules ooze from head to toe, their touch burns like the smell of a sewage cannel
striking your lungs. The puce fluid dribbles from their wounds and slathers their greasy skin.
Wiry hairs scratch at your delicate being. Suddenly, you are paralysed.
Why didn’t you scream? kick? struggle?

A build-up of phlegm will gather in your throat as a result of holding down the constant gags
aggravated by their repulsive being.
Your stomach will begin to mangle as your stiff body is non-consensually trespassed by a
putrid FORCE.
In that moment, you are engulfed by festering maggots seeping with chunks of whitish lard.
A FORCE so great, it was more than just physical.
The goblin wolfs and gobbles your unwilling frame.

Is your skin crawling yet?
Bile leaks from my humanity. What did I do wrong? N|O simply isn’t reason enough.
Your body feels mangled and empty.
Your breath lives thick with little oxygen,

You desperately gasp to no avail.

Your brain reverberates much like your body when the school bus stops for just a minute
longer than it should, to let the girls in tartan skirts and knee-high socks make it to
registration on time.
They pretend like nothing happened, just another after school rendezvous.
You plan your escape but cracks in your explanation cause them to become irritated.
Repress the memory, hide.

Goblins lurk in the open and offer help to the vulnerable. They disguise themselves as do
gooders, healers of all wounds. They train you up to be the perfect performer and tell you it’s
everything you ever wanted. Then, when your trapped in the confines of their ‘care’ they rob
you of your fruits and give others locks of your hair.
It is not safe to voice your suffering when your surrounded by goblins who protect goblins.

eze

Some rob you of your fruits, squeeee
theirs to your mouth, the others just protect the
ones who hurt you.
Goblins are more worthy than your truth, Poppet.

Goblins loiter in our police stations vowing to protect us but pluck us from the streets and
discard our bodies like the bitter stones of a peach, once they have sucked every last drop of
worth from our once ripe form.
Previously warm fuzzy skin,
So soft and rosy on the surface.
Bitten into before ready
Left rotting on a pile
Of fruit taken too young.
Goblins sneak around the upper echelon of society extending sweaty, hairy arms to
susceptible teens to explore their paedophilic desires and suffocate with threats and promise
of a better life.
Not a day goes by where my attention is not consumed by one case or another. Sexual abuse
seems to me a clear epidemic, pandemic even. Yet the ones who make the rules couldn’t bare
to look twice as they’d be cutting off their nose to spite their face.

When they

squeeze the cherries to her mouth.

E.

Fourteen an age too young to grasp FORC

Be quiet girls, please don’t make a fuss.
A reassuring palm brushes upon the arms.

E.

Pressure of a creature, gravity of a FORC

ged on berries and cherries.

The scary goblins gor

rsist and

Pe

persist

and if you’re lucky she may just not

resist.

One step too close, their breath grazes her peach like skin.
She had no power or control; Hard,

bitter not sweet when they obsessed over that cherry.

Old men pass by and grab her thigh, waist, hip or arm.
Girls in their school uniform, just one button, it’s no fuss.

And if you do not comply you couldn’t possibly deny the snatching of those cherries.
She just turned sixteen, it’s not necessary to make a fuss.
Her child like frame so dainty, but its legal in my arms!
She teased me and teased me; doesn’t she owe it to please my watering mouth?

Resist resist resist

resist.

E.

I didn’t scream I didn’t dream of denying the FORC
When they squeeze the cherries to her mouth,
She knew she must not make a fuss to resist
The arms that force her.

ABCDEF
FAEBDC
CFDABE
ECBFAD
DEACFB
BDFECA
ENVOI
Thirty-nine lines.
six stanzas.
six-line stanzas.
three lines to finish.
Repeat.
Repetition.
Duplicate, reiterate.

UPLIFT SELF

ESCAPE CONFINES

BLOOD ORANGES AND LEMONS

ACCEPT FACTS
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He reels in the rod emptyhanded. Even the gannets that scour the coastline are hungry, washing up dead on
the beaches.
Fifty years ago, the fish here leapt to the skies. They flung themselves ceremoniously upon one another, flickering in abstractions of bodily intimacies, possessed by an intrinsic sense of communal being.
They slipped through me in much the same way, one troupe darting and dancing the currents. Immersed in
murky, tantalising, kelp forests that opened into the clearest of empty blue-green, in all its expansive grandeur. They rode one rhythm, memorialising the schooling of their ancestors.
One shoal,
one unit,
one mass,
a body of bodies.
And even in hesitation they sustained their unified entity, halted as if an invisible net had snapped them
backwards with the tight flick of a wrist. A sudden movement that should be a sharp jerk yet in an aquatic
atmosphere retained its fluidity. In comparison, a singular swimmer is uncertain, apprehensive even, of its
existence. Without collective identity its certainty pales.
Now this body gapes with their absence. The presence of a solitary sole is few and far between.
Yet constant flux is at the crux of life itself. ‘Since its inception, it [planet earth] has been permeated with
instability and change.’1 The sharp jerk of a shoal appears erratic at first glance but observation over time
reveals the consistencies in its changes, the fluidity of events that initially appear to be freak occurences.

/

1

Armstrong, R., Ferracina, S. and Hughes, R. (2019) Liquid Life: On Non-Linear Materiality. p.63

Did you know ‘more than 80 percent of the ocean has never been mapped, explored, or even seen by humans’?1
How many times have you heard that before? Facts become watery the more they are repeated. Meanings
rendered intangible and words incomprehensible. What is truth in a sea swirling with (mis)information?
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when does it stop making sense to you?
1

https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/ocean/

*

At low we linger on obsidian shelves, glinting in the dark damp mouth.
The residue of a vast ocean body dissolved into thousands of droplets. We bejewel these walls, casting slippery dangers
onto solid rock, bouncing dazzles of mirrored shapes into palatable visual pleasantries. Tantalized by a brief sense of
our own individuality.
Yet hours later we reconcile, joined to the rest again, as water thrusts itself through every gap and porous place, raging
through the darkness under the moon’s command. High tide fills this space again, full and whole, even if only momentarily. A liquid form lapping against a solid one.

/

At the back of a cavernous pair of jaws I am held hostage by my own exhilaration.
If you wait until the time is right, you too can feel what is it to be at the back of the cave. Even in its absence water
controls this territory. Darting between the tides that advance across the sandbank, you will find yourself under an
ocean carved overhang. I couldn’t call this a cave; it is still open to the salt air and the light. It is more like being under
a domed chapel which has had one wall ripped away. It is under here you will find the entrance, a crack shaped like a
plume of smoke rising from a strange chimney. You will have to bend over, maybe even crawl on your knees to get in. I
was shocked at how far back it went and, I must admit, scared of what I might find there.
Tighter and darker and hotter, keep going.
The heat of the air is disconcerting, as if the rock is thumping, alive. I’ve been claustrophobic since I was a child. I remember the first time I went down a disused mine. We were on a museum tour, squeezing through smaller and tighter
spaces until my breath felt so big and hurried I thought I would get stuck. I wanted to turn around and get back to the
surface, but with a whole line of people behind me it was impossible. Keep going. I don’t know why I seek them out
now, but they have a hold over me. Caves, mines, old tunnels and bunkers, cenotes, all kinds of confined spaces but
especially subterranean ones.
Keep going.
The fear is overpowering but it also ignites something in me. I want to see how long I last until I succumb to the feeling
and am forced to escape. Sarah Zapato believes ‘if you’re not scaring yourself then you’re not alive.’1 You can hide from
the water, retreat into darkness and attempt stagnation, but it will still flood in.2 Stagnating is like trying to imagine
what not existing is like. Or like being in a body with centuries of life left in it.
Keep going.
I am at the end. Pressed against the back wall in the pitch black. It feels as if at any moment the rock will reach out two
arms to smother me and I will be sucked in. My phone torch illuminates a buoy and fishing rope trapped in the walls
above me. One slide from above and I will be wedged in like them, never to be found. Is this what it feels like to be a
solid body, existing quietly in eternity? I am a liquid being leaky and seething, drinking, peeing, sweating, sponging,
weeping’3, always renegotiating4. Yet because these are everyday processes I’m prone to forget it. If I died in this cave
right now how long am I still a liquid for? What am I after?

1
Zapato, S. (2021) Interview with Sarah Zapato by Emily Gosling. Elephant Magazine. Zapato speaks
about her performance practice and how much energy it takes out of her but how important that is.
2
In reference to ‘In the context of of bodies of water, that cave of self-secureness, moreover, dissolves
in the dissident facticity of transcorporeal flows.’ Neimanis, A. (2017) Bodies of Water: Posthuman Feminist
Phenomenology. London: Bloomsbury Publishing. p.14
In reference to ‘Our wet matters are in constant process of intake, transformation, and exchange –
3
drinking, peeing, sweating, sponging, weeping. Discrete individualism is a rather dry, if convenient, myth.’
Neimanis, A. (2017) Bodies of Water: Posthuman Feminist Phenomenology. p.1
4
In reference to ‘But as bodies of water we leak and seethe, our borders always vulnerable to rupture
and renegotiation.’ Neimanis, A. (2017) Bodies of Water: Posthuman Feminist Phenomenology. p.1
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Dripping, dripping, dripping.

70 fathoms deep
and almost a mile under the sea.1

The underbelly is a very wet place.

Hand and foot holds deceive the eye in this hazy light. A sense of direction is slippery too, immersed in a web
of tunnels entangled in its own chasm of complexities. In this deep time, it is easy to forget which shaft takes
a man into the submarine mines, where workers toiled for tin and copper mere breaths below the sea bed.
Tempted by the higher concentration of ores, industry pushed miners further out to sea. The new machines
could pump vastly greater amounts of water out than the previous handheld buckets and therefore the temptation was impassable.
How far until they could hear the boulders rolling on the ocean floor above? Water’s roar shuddering through
the seams, reverberating through the stroke of a pickaxe.2 In one tunnel at Levant mine it was only 40 feet
away. Fathom a man at work below solid rock, below liquid ocean, below what else?
A fight for territory, marked by advancements and retreats.
Water creeps closer, at first teasing gently and then with an almighty thrust the bed caves in.
A breach ensued from the seabed at the upper levels, a part of the mine that had been closed for a number of
decades and a diver was employed to plug the area. Concurrently a sub-incline shaft was developed to provide
another entrance to the submarine mines, connecting Levant to Geevor. Her Majesty The Queen opened it, on
November 28th 1980, maybe one of the only British women to see ore below the surface. The other shaft was
sealed to keep Her Majesty the ocean out. Mining under the seabed could resume once again.3
•
In 1991, after a number of difficulties, the pumps were switched off for the final time and the mines were
submerged once more. This time by rainwater rather than sea. Like I said, the underbelly is a very wet place
and land drainage quickly trickled in and filled the space. Once producing, consuming, extracting. Now static,
stagnant bodies, places at rest. Above the surface mine dumps and spoil heaps scar the puckered, pockmarked
landscape.
In the tunnels below a liquid form laps gently against a solid one.

1
Tinsley, J. (2013) Wild Guide South West: Devon, Cornwall and the South West. and Geevor Tin Mine
(2021) Our History. Available from: https://geevor.com/whats-here/our-history/
2
Daily Mail. (2013) The miners who risked their lives UNDER the sea: How the quest for tin took
men below the ocean floor off coast of Cornwall. Available from: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2285245/Cornwall-tin-mines-How-quest-metal-took-men-just-feet-ocean-floor.html
3
Geevor Tin Mine (2021) Our History. Available from: https://geevor.com/whats-here/our-history/
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Sometimes I forget I am not solid. When I have stagnated, I am prone to forgetting what vast movements
feels like.1 Murmurings on my outer skin tease at membrane memories but they are still whispers and they
are just out of reach.
Long ago I erupted through this space and once there was no gap left to fill, I simmered and I settled.2 There
had been human activity above me for quite some time, a digging that got closer and closer until I spurted
through. When I arrived, they took this as a sign to leave and left the space to rest.
••••••••••••••••••I can hear the quiet ones rustling in the dark damp. In fact, they are eating. They’ve put their
bodies in the food and gorge their mouths onto great feasts in every direction.3•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Granite was what was quarried here. The great batholith of it led to the mineralisation of Cornwall, forming
the backbone of the county from the Tamar Bridge to the Isles of Scilly. 68,000 cubic kilometres of it beneath
Devon and Cornwall. Granite is an igneous rock and one that produces a large amount of heat and radiation.4
It seems the quiet ones are harnessing both.5 A pair of sticks protrude from the water, bent kyphotically by
the burden of their ‘crowded rot-scape’6. They shimmer and wink, writhing new rhythms into this desolate
place. A new ruler is in town, who takes this granite space and quarries for new purposes.

Excavation creates absence and absence forms its own identity.

/

1
In reference to ‘Water is not only fluid. It’s behaviours And logics are multivalent.’ Neimanis, A. (2017)
Bodies of Water: Posthuman Feminist Phenomenology. p22
2
In reference to ‘It seems important that we pay attention to the specific ways in which water travels,
and the specific kinds of bodies that certain waters comprise, transform and dissolve.’ Neimanis, A. (2017)
Bodies of Water: Posthuman Feminist Phenomenology. p23 and ‘liquids are non-bodies, as they are constantly changing and therefore possess no formal boundaries. Possessing their own logic these protean structures
assert their identity through their environmental context. They are pluripotent, not amorphous,
beings.’ Armstrong, R., Ferracina, S. and Hughes, R. (2019) Liquid Life: On Non-Linear Materiality. p.69
3
In reference to ‘Animals put food in their bodies, whereas funghi put their bodies in the food.’ Sheldrake, M. (2020) Entangled Life: How Funghi Make Our Worlds, Change Our Minds and Shape Our Futures.
p.57
4
Camm, S. (2010) Cornish Rocks and Minerals.
5
In reference to ‘Animals put food in their bodies, whereas funghi put their bodies in the food.’ Sheldrake, M. (2020) Entangled Life: How Funghi Make Our Worlds, Change Our Minds and Shape Our Futures.
p.58-59
6
In reference to ‘Animals put food in their bodies, whereas funghi put their bodies in the food.’ Sheldrake, M. (2020) Entangled Life: How Funghi Make Our Worlds, Change Our Minds and Shape Our Futures.
p.52

Yet elsewhere there are others still working, in motion, producing. Tarmac Durnford is one such place and
Durnford produces aggregate. Aggregate is a whole formed of fragments, particles used to make a stable base,
a body of bodies. To amass an aggregate, admix an alloy, there are many ways to form an

AMALGAMATION
existing in the singular, as plural, as multiples.

Yet I was initially surprised to find aggregate identified a combination. To me aggregate connotes an irritation, holds a similarity with aggravation in its aural sensation. Maybe this distress is quite bodily, arriving
from a distress that even now a woman still rarely sees these spaces.1 Is this where a female fascination with
landscape embodiment erupts from? Yet even if we were to see this vertical landscape, much like a horizontal
glance a landscape down is still only one viewpoint.2 Perhaps a better way to investigate is a slant, maybe a
curve, to fissure through every gap like the water that works its way through in the slimmest of determined
trickles. Maybe this draws similarities to how miners follow the veins of the ore through the earth, but rather
than prowling with the intent to harvest I just want to learn through observation.

1
‘Women are virtually absent in the locations where value is derived, at the point of mineral discovery
and at the point of sale’. Digging Women by Abigail Reynolds in Overburden. Kay, E. et al. (2020) Overburden.
2
Veronica Vickery speaks about the ‘geological vertical’ in Vickery, V. (2019) Geologic Landscape: A
Performance and a Wrecked Mobile Phone.

T3 H2O
Temperature: 273.16 K
(Kelvins) (0.01 °C)
Pressure: 611.73 pascals (ca. 6.1173 millibars, 0.0060373057
1
atm).

1
Nuclear-Power.Net (2021) Triple Point of Water. Available from: https://www.nuclear-power.net/nuclear-engineering/materials-nuclear-engineering/properties-of-water/triple-point-of-water/.
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Breaking a spell of matter time.
So small yet so intergalactic.
Pure ice, pure water, pure water vapour existing in multiplicities of melting and freezing and boiling. At once
solid and liquid and gas.
A rather watery constitution1 of states I must say.
Beady eyes peer down, marvelling transitions instantaneous- wait no, in fact concurrent- with one another.
Brewing, birthing, bewitching the minds that attempt to hold something of such a slippery nature in the palm
of a thought. Grasping and struggling so intently with such an idea they begin to emulate the liquidity of its
very nature, dancing and swaying in ritualistic rhythms. But this is merely reminiscent of a predator stalking
its prey, raising hind legs gently to soften its footfall, slowing to the target’s pace…
Emulating not to learn from another being but to capture and squeeze the body tightly, ringing it of the treasure it contains and fashioning it anew. Yet if a scientist stops this back-and-forth mind movement the beginnings of comprehension can slide into a buttery brain. The error lies in the attempt to contain, to control and
overpower.

/
What they observe is the triple point of water. The triple point defines the particular temperature and pressure at which the solid, liquid and gaseous phases of a given substance are all at thermodynamic equilibrium
with each other.2 It is the only condition in which all phases can coexist3, where their transition curves meet.
Though I do not mean to disdain those who attempt to grasp water4, I too have been entangled in and struggled with it these last few months. To attempt to embrace liquidity is go against everything we are taught to
value in the 21st century.
To be watery is to be thin, diluted, weak.
But why is this to be feared? Why do we struggle so hard to be water-tight, why can’t one learn from the potency of leakiness?5

1
In reference to ‘our bodies mostly watery constitution’. Neimanis, A. (2017) Bodies of Water: Posthuman Feminist Phenomenology. p.3
2
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/triple-point
3
The Kids Should See This. (2021) Triple Point of Water Demonstration. Available from: https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/triple-point-of-water-demonstration.
4
In reference to Michel De Montaigne ‘it would be but like grasping water.’ in Montaigne, M. (1842)
The Complete Works of Michel de Montaigne
5
Dimock, Wai Chee (2013) Weak Theory: Henry James, Colm Tóibín, and W. B. Yeats.

To be watery is also to be a liquid, fluid and interchangeable. Denisse Ariana Perez’ says that ‘water can
disarm even the most armed of facades’, that ‘becoming one with water is not about rushing but rather about
flowing.’1 The immediate reaction is to fight to regain control. But if given the chance its myriad existence is
dazzling, beckoning you into many puzzling mind places. I have struggled against it rather than letting it seep
in.

So why do I bring T3 into this? In T3 ‘transitions from one [phase] to another occur under the conditions of
phase equilibrium’2. Could the triple point be the ultimate example of fluidity? Constantly moving between
states of solid, liquid and gas.
However, others consider equilibrium to be a ‘form of material inertia, or death’. 3 An ‘energetic descent’4
rather than a marvel of myriad existences. Huxley says, ‘living things have no inertia and tend to no equilibrium.’5 I guess I must tell you that the triple point of water has only been created on earth in controlled conditions. Maybe it will never exist anywhere outside of this.
But if fluidity was the only thing to learn from water that would be rather simplistic. ‘When we focus on actual waters, rather than water-in-the-abstract, the reduction of water to fluidity is really just a good old-fashioned stereotype.’6 Can the conditions of a laboratory be considered ‘actual waters’ or are they simply ‘waterin-the-abstract’’? They are waters without a historic location, though could they take on the history of the
laboratory building? Maybe they are only waters in the abstract tumbling in an energetic descent.
However, liquid is more than a phase state.7 Living a liquid life is not just going with the flow. Armstrong’s
liquid life concerns ‘thinking through, and with, the characteristics of liquids, as well as bodies that are
capable of flowing such as gases, amorphous solids and creatures.’8 Going with the flow implies travelling in
whatever direction one is pulled and that, in ignorance or naivety, can sometimes do more harm than good.
I could say that the meaning of the phrase has become watered down but watery doesn’t have to mean weak.
Though simultaneously weakness is okay, not every word has to be a finale, profusely polished.
I guess all that is left to ask is how can one stop struggling against wateriness? Is it only through submersion
that this can be learnt?

1
GriotMag. (2021) Agua | The Aquatic Pilgrimage Of Denisse Ariana Pérez In Her Debut Photo Book.
2
UCSC Physics Demonstration Room. (No Date). Triple Point of Water. Available from: https://ucscphysicsdemo.sites.ucsc.edu/physics-5b6b-demos/triple-point-of-water/
3
‘Some of these agents persist by using all possible diversionary material strategies within their reach
and, therefore, evade the direct pathway towards thermodynamic equilibrium— a form of material inertia,
or death.’ Armstrong cites the work of Ball, P (2017) In: Armstrong, R., Ferracina, S. and Hughes, R. (2019)
Liquid Life: On Non-Linear Materiality. p.66
4
Armstrong, R., Ferracina, S. and Hughes, R. (2019) Liquid Life: On Non-Linear Materiality. p.68
5
Armstrong cites the work of Huxley, A. (1870) In: Armstrong, R., Ferracina, S. and Hughes, R.
(2019) Liquid Life: On Non-Linear Materiality. p.75
6
Neimanis, A. (2017) Bodies of Water: Posthuman Feminist Phenomenology. p22
7
‘Liquid also indicates more than a phase state, or an incompressible fluid that takes up the shape of its
container, and references a metaphorical and technological platform that draws on the potentiality of dynamic, nonlinear systems.’ Armstrong, R., Ferracina, S. and Hughes, R. (2019) Liquid Life: On Non-Linear
Materiality. p.19
8
Armstrong, R., Ferracina, S. and Hughes, R. (2019) Liquid Life: On Non-Linear Materiality. p.66
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MEGANMOORE
AJOURNEYTODEFEYTHESEOSCILLATIONS

A Journey To Deify These
Oscillations

- dance with these precepts

Digitally, manually, and communally I trace this tributary. A sustained intrigue into the source[1]. A
journey that begins seated and will not end in an ethereal synergised revelation, rather than pacing at
the height of the watershed. Define a beginning [A].
The view of the basin evokes a recognition of terrestrial qualities. “From here I can see…” will be
exclaimed internally, because of the innate longing to return.
I collect sediment and soil from various spots just by the riverbank. Using jars, I select the areas with
the least fauna and the most exposed earth, avoiding anywhere I think I could disturb a worm or collect too many stones. Once I have pushed the rim into the ground, the receptacle goes deep enough
to be filled halfway. A damp mass of earth, pierced with composting twigs, now sits visible from all
angles. Due to its shape, there is an illusion of suspension: I think to myself that soon it will be completely flat at the wrath of my naïve experiment and laughing at my ability to alter matter as I see fit, I
begin the second retrieval.
I look to the sky – it has been scored[2]. I look to the ground – it has been missed[3].
Journeying home, the river is on my right until it is on my left. Soon, the sound of water relocating
itself is replaced by the hum of cars. It reminds me that I am surrounded by people.
The roads seem like the veins of the city [B]. Its secondary vascular system, or its primary nervous
system. Running in harmony and congruency with the river that diverts itself through offices, flats,
and an array of other architecture. These systems over time have formed a lattice.
(Sub, infra, hypo) / (Super, supra, hyper, ultra)

terranean in itself.

I see a lamp post, and scribbled on it in thick felt tip it reads “we are but whirlpools in a river of
ever-flowing water” [C] which comforts me. We exist inside of larger versions of ourselves, and
these larger versions exist in a collective body of identity. Both diluted and concentrated at once. The
river this graffiti speaks of sounds idyllic: ever-flowing! Eternal! I suppose it would have no source.
Whether or not it would matter, I am not too sure. I can only speak on how I feel about this river, and
I am certain that somewhere I will find one.
[D](1) Source: See God (one). Universe (digit unknown). Point
where the divergence of a vector field is positive (three).
Start

(2) Scored: Won, a record of points. To cut or create a crease
allowing a fold to be created.
(3) Missed: Fail to hit. Fail to notice. Notice loss or absence.
Once home, I begin processing my samples:
Removed/ Relocated/ Rearranged
A vigorous shake reveals components in stratified formats.
|[RE]| to do again
Back // Again // See:
Regenerate // Revoke
Displace/ Display/ Disorder
Abducting elemental composites to ask an unknown question. Delivering {solutions/solutions} to
material inquisition.
|[DIS]|negative separation + granting opposite meaning
Asunder // Away // See:
Disbelief // Dislocate
Redundant items now sit on my windowsill collecting nothing more than light. Their destination is
undecided, and currently the solar routines effect on these containers distributate the day into my
bedroom . Perhaps the beams would extend from floor to ceiling, refracting rays through aquatic
prisms that were once submerged in and that of itself before interference in the name of research [E].
A spectrum of partially muted phosphoresence. Why must it be seen to exist [F]? Semiotics of movement in space [G] encourage interaction//interplay beyond and in between spectatorship, with the
magnitude of relocated matter and reassigned states reminding one of the preposterous conceptions
of the fixed form. Audiences mimic the held fluid by taking the shape of the container they occupy
with a tame meandering of the room. In the meantime, the audience is solely comprised of myself.

Shades of dirty ochre in a perpendicular domesticated jungle. What constitutes contamination? The
ability to observe and inspect a pre and a post. Contaminated samples, contaminated Geist [H]. Inside pillars are excavated elements extracted from moments of the landscape, warmed to expose the
anatomy. Similarly, the more portable variations I have fashioned offer a panoramic insight into the
stratification of the sediments. A difference in density of depositing agents; a fluctuation in intensity
and persistence of depositing agents.
Deposition occurs when the external forces cause sediment to be added to landmasses. Happening
subtly and happening explicitly throughout a lifetime. Becoming landmass until landmass becomes
an island. As Donne believed, no man is an island, rather than a continent among many. Each pillar
in the room representing itself and its original site, curated to be stood between almost clones of
each other mocks their inherent state of whole bodies. Now existing as exhibits in isolation from
their surrounding artefacts, and that from whence they came, the spectacle within is just a fragment.
Taking a fraction of the land for mass spectoral[4] analysis bears any likeness to the cannulation
process. The exchange of fluid is attractive, and it excites me.
I am searching for answers. I am searching for the source.

(4) Spectoral: See// Vision, Perspective one, two and three,
involving and relating to spectatorship.

A darkened room contains litres, and gallons of pixelated channels. Cables flowing in hidden dimensions, layering behind the flat depiction. Currents of both electricity and water within the space.
A subtle ripple across a monitor.
Questioning the fundamental structures of our socialisation. Our obsessions with beginnings, of
stories that have beginnings middles and ends, reflects our yearning for understanding. The deep
and ancestral desire to attach a plot to life. “In the beginning God” created beings who create beginnings.
Void of tides. A body lays deprived of sonic reassurance of existence. Stereo visuals.
Hanging cables, all of them alive to the possible audience. Suspended speakers are attached to the
end of these wires, waiting to touch an ear and tell a story. A wonderful story. Full of voices native
to the owner of the tale, these electronic conches contain testaments. [I] The new testament and
the old testament are obsolete. There is now just testament, to stand in this room and to witness the
accounts of experiences all at once. And now it is a visual experience, silent and mesmerising.
Because of the obsolecence of the old and new testaments, particularly the old, there are now whispers that the same is true for the commandments. Imagine being able to re-write the commandments,
add to them [J] and dictate new precepts.

Inside // Musings
I sat and hypothesized a river with many currents, each with its own cardinal point of direction and
destination. I wondered if rivers did not all flow towards the sea, where they would find their estuaries [A]. What would exist instead?
What would happen, I asked myself, if rivers were eternal veins [B] and the sea did not magnetise
these kinetic waters. There would be no such thing as upstream or downstream because there would
be no source and no mouth. Gravitational pull urging these waters to the lowest point would not
equate oceanic destinations. Rivers would not find themselves cascading over rock faces but perhaps
scaling them instead, reversing forwards with as much beauty and splendour – if not more.
To see this water climb. And this is on the basis that this is a law, a fundamental and binary fact. That
water must only obey gravity or not. What if it did both? Or neither? If the Avon was meandering its
way towards the Bristol Channel whilst returning back from whence it came. Through the interceptors and the estates, up to the sources nestled among the summit of the basin. Tributaries of the river
acting as tributaries to the terrene.
If the river was on a journey, to personify – to deify – this feature of home, what path would it travel?
Would the river be flat and turbulent, or would the surface climb like docile tsunamis and plummet into infinite, gaping chasms? Would the water drift upwards and away in the form of spherical
globules? Direction is relevant in relation to //gravity//destination//, the course of movement for
which an item takes: a river will take simultaneous routes.
Tell me, what rules would this river obey?

Original sin and the need for salvation. Let us walk to the river to witness a baptism. Encounter
glory. We will bleed into each other’s minds which seamlessly inhabit our vessel, and we will resist
infection. There will be a purity of spirit as this pollution of selves makes for the tides to rise and the
river to burst its banks. Pentecostally reminiscent, miracles will happen, and this experience is going
to draw us closer. This binding has potential to birth an idiosyncratic redemption.
A redefined trinity does not amass to a binity, nor a unity. What is named a trinity is, too, named
totality. What is named the nature of truth is in fact a conglomerate, a gamut, of theories. It seems
possible to drown in the rapids of hypotheses that provoke the assurance of one’s reality. Inhaling
these theories deep into your lungs, an asphyxiation takes place. When instead, a simple christening
could have anointed you: to swim against these currents is brave. This holy ritual asked for oils and a
candle, when instead it got a patient presence of multiplicity that dives into contaminated waters to
search for certainties and probabilities.
The vessel leaps, our coalescence somewhere between its dawn and dusk. A primitive reaction.
Here, an entity that is separate from us appears and they watch. Whilst their perspective in imperceivable to us, we are aware of what they are seeing because of their attention so obviously fixated on
us. The tide carries us and the new presence accompanies us, still observing, as we float like driftwood towards the sea. We imagine they are viewing us in a panning motion [K], like we are in a fixed
frame that glides in one direction keeping us composed centrally, giving us the upmost importance.
We are hesitant to compare this perception, because we are we, and they does not document persons. Just because we are we, it does not equate to plurality, nor does it mean there is an individual.
We are not present visibly, yet we are detectable to capture.
Carried by the eternal water, this pilgrimage we embark on has not a journey’s end. We will not
dock at an island like Lough Derg [K], nor will the documenting Other have any remaining desire to
continue watching us. The travelling of the pilgrimage will serve as a destination in itself, a primitive
desire that is satisfied by both physical and intangible nomadic tendencies. Quests embarked upon
prematurely, before its definition is even known, reflect the means to the ends that are necessary
to dismantle and tease apart these latticed systems. Watching a reality pass by through layers that
encourages a dissection of a stratified life in sideways motion, we begin to divide.[L]
The bleeding that occurred in the synergy remains.

It is mitosis in flux that will reach equilibrium.

A manifesto becomes a creed if it is believed to be so.
A creed becomes truth if it is so.
A word becomes the meaning if it believed to be so
Nothing less. Nothing more.
A deity becomes so if it is decided to be so.
Nothing.
Nothing.
Combing meanings. Combine words.
Produce one’s own Deity.
Produce one’s own God.
One owns god
god owns one.

Set out a new definition. Set out a new (noun). Pair it with the archive and call it fact. Combine spirituality and science. Form a new language for the future and call yourself GOD. Perform authority and
answer to no one. Dictate the origin and dictate the end. The apocalypse will be signified by bloodied
water, plagues and the killing of the firstborn sons if you decide that to be so. Redefine the end times.
Words and images elaborating on the multiplicity contained within texts. Contained within voices.
Propose a new language but propose a new voice. Speak with tongues which don’t belong to you,
discarding the idea that a voice even belongs to you in the first place. This voice doesn’t exist beyond frequencies, and these frequencies exist as ripples, rising from intertidal muds. How many silt
bedded conversations can one voice orchestrate? The oscillatory flow underwater will deposit these
sediments; the oscillatory flow through air will deposit linguistic expressions. Disguising the chord’s
reverberations cannot disguise the silent stream of self, and though one may be characterised by an
outer pitch change, the other is characterised in long term subtleties.

Conjoin the science and the spiritual. Make sacred geometry of belief itself. It will be the most magnificent apocolysm [5] to grace Us.
(5) Apocolysm: əpəʊkəlɪsm
the revelation of a great truth, and the truth is something
that is yet to be appointed.
Product of chastising
//chastity to avoid//
A unified Geist.
During the exposure to the subsurficial demiurge, the theology evolved. It grew legs and walked
away, walked towards and walked from the horizon where views transverse.

Neither here nor there.

The swathes of alluvium downstream have settled far from the currents. Expansive floodplains extend
far beyond the estuary, meeting the sea only on the horizon. In fertile soils adjacent, there is potential for elysian fields.
We did not witness a birth; we witnessed the beginning of existence. A spring and a source: they are
not the same.
We are not witnessing a death; we are witnessing a splendour. Osmosing entities.
Honourable endings. Inevitable intersections. Obituaries.

Journey Notes [M]
[A] ‘Is it really eating if it isnt food’? ‘How did it begin. It didn’t begin. There was no beginning.’,‘when is
it going to begin? There will be no beginning. It has already begun.’ conversations between 3. Kit Poulson,
the ice cream empire (2012).
[B] Nika Neelova, The Waves, 2020 in Brighton CCA. Hypothesizing the amalgamation of structures and
systems. Cities growing around water networks; interconnectedness and fusion into one creature.
[C] Weiner - communications and collectivism (1950)
[D] I’ve decided the only way I can truly express my experience is through words I deem correct. These
slight variations of existing words in my mother tongue will help me translate what I mean, and if they are
not a variation of an exisiting word, then I will change what the word means, or simply demonstrate the exact interpretation I have decided is appropriate. RAQ’s Media Collective, Passwords for Timetravel (2017)
produce lexical combinations that elaborate on multiple meanings of texts, which gives me permission to
do the same thing. All [1] numbered footnotes will be my explanations.
[E] Roni Horn (2007) Library of Water is how I imagine these glass jars will look when I retun home and
place them on my windowsill. The same grandiose and magnificence of pillars to be recreated domestically,
and a fraction of the scale.
[F] If a tree falls in a forest, and nobody is there, does it still make a sound? Raises questions on observation
and perception.
[G] Semiotics of Movement in a space: Robert McMurtie, Semiotics of Movement in a Space (2016)
[H] Hegelenism - Geist - the spirit and the mind - a double entendre, and religious undertones. Hegel,
Phenomenology of Spirit, (1807)
[I] Flicking between sensory channels of expereince, there is an opportunity for me to forwardly reflect on
how I am going to arrange and disclose the findings of this journey. I wish to relay the tale of my journey
when I return. Hillier, Witness, 2000, presents the stories of others expereinces with supernatural phenomena through speakers that hang. They are told in the mother tongue of the individual. Truth is a vacillating redundancy.
[J] Donella H. Meadows, Dancing With Systems (2001) outlining how to approach a study of systems. The
title features a nod to this text’s title too.
[K] Through a horizontally gliding shot Niamh O’Malley captures Lough Derg. This island has been a pilgrimage site for centuries. O’ Malley does not feature people in her film The Island (2010) in which Lough
Derg is the subject. This pleases me immensely.
[L] In O’Malley’s Glasshouse (2014), there is a panning motion and it too features no people.
[M] In David Tremlett’ The Spring Recordings (1972), he captured sounds on his journey through each of
the 81 counties of England, Scotland and Wales. An account of ones passage, accumulated in one place.
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CHAPTER 1: BEGINNING CHAPTER

is it going to be an academic paper about memories?
uh….that is too academic and where is the joy in writing something like that.

This text cursor has been blinking at me for about a couple of hours today,
and a lot more hours over the past few weeks. See, the thing is, I decided
to write about something that is everything but also nothing as it is, in my
perspective, quite subjective. A process of it is an easy one to grasp but
also an easy one to slip away. Something that everyone engages in or
experiences; memories.
Given the current climate and situation of you know what in 2020-2021,
memories has been a popular topic for everyone. With travel and human
interactions reduced or limited, memories is a way for one to teleport to SoBe
streets and beaches in Miami, or to the scorching city of Doha with the help
of technology or just one’s mind. For the mind is a powerful tool.
So powerful that I cannot seem to control it anymore. I say this because since
starting this text, I have eaten a loaf of walnut cake, read about Socrates and
how he believed that writing destroys memory and weakens the mind, and
have drank a liter of water to a point where I have to a take a leak now.
Be right back.
Back to Socrates’s point about how writing destroys and weakens the mind;
I wonder how he would feel about cloud storage, the internet, cameras and
other technological advances and lifestyle developments that’s taken place
since his death in 399 BC. He believed that human face-to-face interactions
and discussions were the only way to acquire knowledge. I would love to
hear this statement from him now, in the 21st century. Although the whole
mindfulness and slow-life cult that is popular now, is loosely related to that.
We are so relied and intervened with technology that our attention span
has reduced drastically. Point is case being me writing about this as Jaden
Smith’s SYRE album is being blasted through my speakers whilst I was
initially set out to write about memories.
Writing about memories is quite tricky. Some of the questions that were
raised from this decision were;
is it going to be specific to my personal memories?
uh…. that is too personal.

is it going to be a vague and chaotic mix of personal memories I share with
others and conversations about its meaning and existence with people
around me?
uh….yes that sounds about right. Vague tick. Chaotic tick. A bit of personal
voice tick. A bit of others’ voice tick. And a whole load of complexity tick. A
beautiful confusion indeed Jaden.

CHAPTER 2: IN BETWEEN CHAPTER

Amongst the busy rush hour of the day, I was sat there calmly in my denim
jeans and unbuttoned shirt with a plain white T-shirt underneath. Something
caught me off guard outside the window as the music from 97.4 FM blasts
through the surround system in my safe haven. Perhaps it was the sparsely
clouds like threads of cotton candy that decided to make an appearance in the
baby blue sky that evening. I know this place is never quite the one for constant
clouds and beautiful painting like evenings and is mostly just dire blue block
throughout the day until the sun sets and the street lights turn on and sparkle
the city as a magical, lively, vibrant place to be. But oh when it does decide
to put up a show, even a very simple one like today, you know you’re in for a
treat. A treat that will make you sit there and reflect as you make your way to
your destination, just like how the clouds and that thin, stroke of pink merging
with the street lights reflect on the bonnet and doors of all the rides around you.
*honk!

honk!

HONK!*

I shake my head right to left vigorously to get my eye site back to normal so
I can take off and let the traffic flow. All that staring into the abyss and the
painting in the sky failed to sense the simple bright, neon circle turn red to
green. Now back to reality until nature decides to paint again, taking me on
a journey to meet my inner-self with no words or movement and just silence.

New
city,
waiting to

new
beginnings,
new
be familiarized, and be

A dad, who I have no idea
maybe just excited we’re in

faces,
new
streets,
all
a minute part of home.

what’s going on in his head,
a new city exploring places,

a mum, who is probably a bit too cautious than usual in a street filled with
people and booze on a Friday evening wondering if the food is halal or not,
and a 19 year old, realizing she’s above the legal drinking age in a
city, where she’s soon to be by herself in her new home perhaps…?,
waiting to be seated in this three story restaurant which looks shabby and sticky
from outside. However, upon entering the building, the place turned out to be
beautifully decorated with random furniture, for aesthetic reasons I presume,
with gorgeous high ceiling and a beautiful, simple, grilled staircase. All the
seating and table furniture pieces matched but not from the same set. It felt
as though it was a well traveled couples home, with collectibles from different
places and phases in their life. Just an archeological cozy space of some sort.
This furniture, restaurant observing felt as a facade, now that I think about it, to
cover up the excitement of being in this city, soon to be all alone and lost with
intention, ready to socialize and have pointless, fun, unsure interactions and
conversations with strangers who may or may not turn out to be friends or creeps.

Waking up in a temporary place, yet feels good and somewhat familiar.
Perhaps from all those visits to new places from before and leaving there
with bag full of memories and souvenirs. Leaving with interactions with all
the people from different places of different ages “for we all have much in
common than that which separates us” (Grayson Perry, 2017, Arnolfini).
Waking up and heading downstairs to fuel for the day. Not too sure where I’m
headed but I know to follow the smell of freshly baked pastries and the smell
of coffee (though I know I am going to pick a glass of orange juice instead).
That’s a ritual despite being in different parts of the world while at a temporary
place of stay in a new city. However, this time, was quite different. The place
of stay was temporary, but as I walked out the automatic double door on
a Sunday morning, onto the street, I knew I had to turn left to go see that
exhibition, without a map in hand which was offered to me by the concierge. I
took that left turn with hesitation, by myself, and was back to reconvene with
my family like it was my city and I had done something I would normally do.
It was a moment I guess. Where the strange city was becoming mine. Taking
that left turn, past the fountain sculpture (that doesn’t function and not a
shock to me, now that I look back) felt like a bold statement. A statement
that only I felt and led to other questions and realization of home, identity
and belongingness that left me completely lost, this time unintentional

6:00 in the morning by the water side, on Halloween night and All
Saint’s morning, there we were all sat waiting for a ride to go back
to our rooms. There was one, resting her back by the pole, regretting
her decision of coming out with the rest of us with her eyes closing
every other second and being awaken by her own heading fighting
gravity. Then there was another, really amped up with this late night
experience with us acquaintances (at most). Thriving on two cans of
red bull he had downed earlier than night before we realized we were
stranded with no transportation for the night. Then there was me,
curious about how cold this country gets whilst just wearing a denim
bottom and a plaid shirt. However, the beautiful silent light reflections
on the water from around the water side kept me busy for majority of the
night. Quite busy enough to avoid any conversations that tired night.
Though it was 6:00 in the morning and the sky had just started to go light, it
most definitely was our night as we were not starting our day off with running
gear on and jogging 5 miles. It wasn’t the cherished adventure I’d say and
the cold air, slight moist, and the lack of warmth among us didn’t help either.
Despite the lack of enthusiasm this memory gives me, it’s still
a vivid part of me and something I’ll forever share with the rest
that was with me that night. Some interactions and relations
are temporary but sure does leave an effect permanently.

CHAPTER 3: ENDING CHAPTER

Alas, some statements apart from ‘what about memories?’
“Why are they sad?”
“What do you do with these things?”
“Why’s that?”

“HUH?”,
“…memories…? like favorite memories…?”
“what about memories?”
I am part of the slow life cult and trying to reduce multi-tasking and focus on
one thing at a time. So I turned off my phone and wifi to write this piece of
text. However, I doodled for bout half an hour and another half an hour just
remembering the times and moments I used to doodle the same lines, same
curves and same dots while I was 13/14 years old in school.
Doodling had taken over me at that time. On some bright and cheerful days
in Computer lesson, the doodle lines would flow soft and effortlessly. Some
lucky days, colors and symmetry lines were used to radiate the doodles. On
some moody days, it was pure coarse, heavy black lines on the pages of the
NCERT History textbook.
A couple years later, in the tumblr era, I came across mandala and my
doodles resonated to it. Then began the obsession of creating these and
spending hours trying to perfect it with the right thickness of lines and colors
and shapes.
“what about memories?”
“yeah memories you know”
“what do you mean memories?”
“memories you know, just the memories you have, that everyone has”
“yeah so what about memories?”
Gosh darn, where has the imaginative brains gone?
“Yeah so what do you think about the memories you have?”
“They’re a bit sad innit”
“I love holding on to things to remind me of my
memories I’ve had. I’ve got so many things in here (stood inside a bedroom)
that is collected from different times I’ve spent with people”
“I can’t wait to see my
snapchat memories when I’m like 80 years old

“I don’t know, just got memories from when I was sad. Like when I broke my
ankle and could’t do anything for months”, says laughingly.
“Nothing, I just keep them and at
times when I look at them, it reminds me of something and makes my day. I
guess I’m a hoarder!”, laughs nervously.
Excitedly,“Imagine it’s some family Christmas dinner and I show
my grandkids a snapchat memory from 50 years ago, of me raving in some
sweaty crowd in Bristol”.
Imagine.
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Government imposed isolation,

we

are

separated,

metamorphosed. Influenced to interact antithetically.
Sociality morphed into an unnaturally virtual affair.
We are ever more connected. Instruments of connectivity
adorn us, we feel naked, lost without them. We reside in the
web, everything interconnected, yet groups, bubbles of
belief running at parallels to each other, never coinciding.
The oxymoronic connection

and

isolation

create an

ethereal tension.
The virtual becomes the only tether we have to the world
outside

ourselves,

yet

when

we

enter

the virtual it is curated, algorithmically, so we see simple
echoes, reproductions of our own tastes. We have become
like Narcissus; staring into the pool, infatuated by our
observations, ignorant to the fact that it is only ourselves,
reflected. A pool of information from which we cannot avert
our eyes.
The algorithmic dance of segregation infects every inch of
our being. We are trapped within our social bubbles, a loop
of

the

same

people,

same

views,

same

conversations. Comfortable repetition, the continuous
tormenting mundanity. An implication of ever-present
uncertainty.

“We are trapped in technology because we are so unbelievably
impressed by technology ... Technology is not the problem, our
approach to technology is the problem.”
Marina Abramovic, (2015)

Inescapable connection
Unbridgeable remoteness.

Bubbles; flimsy by nature , they pop and join . Bubbles are
not supportive or constraining. You play in the bubbles,
bubbles are fun, bubbles are for children's birthday parties
and relaxing baths. Not entrapments, snaring people
into pacts of mutually

assured destruction. Physical

bubbles (in the sense of the crystalline, effervescent orbs
that glisten as the wind sweeps them away) are
fluid, palpable; Created in a breath, and destroyed with a
sudden gesture. Law enforced ‘bubbles’ are harder to
destroy, create, imagine. Intangible bonds, families and
friends now palpable. Unspoken priority ranking now
exposed.
Apocryphal, simulated interactions leave us wanting,
aching for the hug at the end of a conversation, implications
of almost imperceptible gestures, the accustomed clasp of
familiar fingers.

I talk to you in an empty room,
Always connected,
never touching.
Safe in segregation.
But when I switch you off
I am alone,
drunk and horny.
.

Social media and video chats

generate performative

reproductions. There is an acute awareness of people
watching; the audience. We observe. Eyes constantly
tracing, magnetically drawn to our own faces, examining
ourselves whilst we talk. The expressions we are unaware
of, how we look when we are engrossed in conversation;
bored, raw in absence of the rehearsed ‘mirror expression’.
This awareness curates our actions; measured, considered,
we wait to talk, communicating through tapping fingers. We
construct an impersonated self, who we want to portray, via
the

‘Spectacle’

‘normality’. These

performance
performative

of

our

former

lives,

virtual enactments of

normalcy only heighten the feeling of abnormal separation.
Screens, insignificant boxes, displaying the isolation of
each attendant.
The uncomfortable cognitive dissonance of simultaneous
connection yet unequivocal isolation creates an internal
imbalance. A palpable stress in the air. Unable to touch, we
search desperately for human contact, with each virtual
interaction

we

wholly fulfilled.

are

almost

satisfied but

never

Chloe Wise examines the construction of self, consumption,
sensuality, and image making. In her performance ‘It’s the
least the world can do’ 2020 (created during lockdown) she sits
in profile wearing silk pajamas, holding an iPad screen within
the audience’s view, ‘facetiming’ herself. During the video she
maintains a dialogue with herself using fragmented snippets
of overheard conversation. The work has a deranged air to it,
reminiscent of films depicting mentally ill patents talking to
walls. The clearly composed dialogue is a conspicuous
comment on the formulated way in which we present
ourselves online.

“Isolated inhabitants (generally isolated in the framework of
the family cell) see their lives reduced to the pure triviality of
the repetitive combined with the obligatory absorption of an
equally repetitive special.”
Guy Debord - 1961

Amalia Ulman often uses social media within her work to
explore the themes of class, sexuality, and gender. Her
durational performance ‘Excellences & Perfections’ (2014) was
displayed through her Instagram account over the course of
four months. During the project she created a fabricated selfidentity, and a contrived narrative, of a woman breaking down.
This was projected to her followers and accepted as
authentic. This piece analyses how we construct preferred
identities and frame ourselves through the lens of personal
cameras and media platforms. Ulman uses the apex of
Debord’s ‘Spectacle’ to evaluate its repercussions.

Internal and external conflicts create tension. (Horrified by
the accidental brushing of a stranger’s hand.) This venereal
tension is creative gold; emotional, physical, sexual
frustration exacerbated in the ambiance of fear and
seclusion, interplaying with the rules of confinement.
Binding

authoritarian

protection govern

every

restrictions
aspect

of

imposed for

our

our intimate social

interactions. We rely on the rules, to keep us safe. Yet there
is no safe word, no gesture to indicate we have hit our limit.
So we sit, hog tied by duty and obligation; we submit.
Regulations have created distinct taboos;
touching, coughing, hugging, kissing, spitting, fornicating.
Saliva, urine, sweat, vomit and semen, are inherently
uncomfortable; we determine these natural occurrences as
disgusting. An ingrained recoiling, stomach churning,
muscle clenching repulsion. Amidst current awareness of
germs, disease, such taboos have become even more
confining.
It is human nature to break the rules; their forbidden nature
creates an alluring appeal.

“You could not have pure love or pure lust nowadays. No
emotion was pure because everything was mixed up with
fear”
George Orwell. (1948)

Smith/Stewart play with themes of intimacy, power, control,
taboos and BDSM. They typically present their work in an
intensely visceral way. In ‘Intercourse’ 1993, a large video
installation of one mouth spitting into another, is projected
with amplified sound across two walls. This act confronts the
viewer, which is at such contradiction to the general
,palatable sensitivities, resulting in reactions of revulsion and
intrigue. This piece, as with much of their work, is
intentionally uncomfortable; as they push their own limits,
exploring intimacy, dependency and power, they also push
the viewer to the limits of their own endurance in
experiencing such intimate, intense and disconcerting
scenes.

“Taboos are mainly expressed in prohibitions… there is no
need to prohibit something that no one desires to do, and a
thing that is forbidden with the greatest emphasis must be a
thing that is desired.” – ‘Taboo and Emotional Ambivalence’
Sigmund Freud (1912)

Sexuality, fantasy, impulse, urge, desire; inherently taboo.
Our most innate instinct, shrouded in shameful silence. The
messiness of the act, the sweat, cum: dripping, the gushing
stench of sex, abhorrent to the sensitivities of mainstream
society.
Individually

resolving

the counterplay we

battle

our

instincts; restrictions, leave us gagging, choking for power,
vulnerability, intimacy. The overwhelming nature of our
isolation creates strain, an intensity, drowning us with
anxious cravings that cannot currently be satisfied.

I want to spit.
I want to spit on everything I see.
Dirty it.
Spread myself upon it.
The taboo makes my mouth water.
Swelling with saliva.
It longs to flow from me.
I want to leave my tainted drool upon your face.

“Sexuality is a driving force of people’s lives; it is beset with
powerful taboos that shape human behaviour and
communication.”
Crespo-Fernandez (2018)

An assault on our bodies, through uncontrollable fluids, which
flow from us and into us without consent. The entities of which
we assume dominion is a direct act of violation. A gut-wrenching
revulsion so tangible, you taste its bitter flavour on your tongue.
Trickling down your spine, the captivating urge to escape.
A virtual reality has set upon us. Boredom, sexual frustration and
anxiety overshadowing our lives. Just as we perform echoes, we
seek displays of the connection we crave. Escapism from the
dissatisfaction
and
unfulfilling
nature
of
our
interactions. Hedonistic pleasures, fending off the mosquito-like
hum of anxiety, momentarily satisfying emersion, briefly elevating
strain from the metaphorical straitjacket. The repetition of days
unchanged, the confusion of connected distance, only a few
things allow you to be jolted from the haze; discomfort
and arousal.
We are all voyeurs within the ever present, all consuming,
artificial depths. We watch a world performance through a black
mirror. Virus’, disease, contamination, dirt is disgusting,
repulsive, unsightly. As with sexual kinks, they are pushed from
the public eye, residing on the fringes of social conscious. The
revolting actuality of illness and death hidden like a dirty
secret. By deliberately making people uncomfortable, exploring
tension, to allow them to examine their own reactions, to be
within their discomfort; to embrace it.

Virus' are sexual.
They live inside of you, multiplying, spreading
throughout your innards.
Permeating our moisture, our mouths, our orifices.
Anywhere they can get inside.
They long to be in you,
to insert their genetic material,
taking over your cells.
Cheryl Donegan explores sexuality, pornography, and
voyeurism within her video head. The visuals are of a simple
pink background with a vibrant green bottle. Donegan,
wearing a sports bra, approaches the bottle and unplugs an
opening on its side, white liquid spouts out and she catches it
within her mouth, then repeatedly spits the liquid back into
the bottle to the soundtrack of ‘A Good Idea’ by Sugar. She
lets the liquid dribble from her mouth, laps it from the table
and uses her tongue to caress the bottle. Her actions are
hyper-sexualized, reminiscent of oral sex within porn.
Watching the work there is a sense of uncomfortable intimacy,
it is captivating in its autoeroticism. As a viewer you are
forced into the perspective of voyeur, feeling as though you
are witnessing something private, or doing something wrong
by watching. This feeling creates a captivating tension. The
inability to look away from such a sexual performance makes
you feel dirty, slightly perverted. Furthermore, the way she
performs, reusing the same fluid by spitting it back into the
bottle, is taboo. Backwashed and tainted with her saliva she
laps up the milk, demonstrating the messiness of the sexual
act. The way she performs recreates pornographic scenes,
but the lack of eye contact or acknowledgement of the
camera, or the fact of recording is significant, creating
an additional barrier between the viewer and herself. This
adds to the impression of intrusion.

“Art has to be disturbing, art has to ask a question, art has to
predict the future.”
Marina Abramovic. ‘Walk through Walls’ (2016)

ISABELLANORRIS
ITTAKESYEARSFORAHUMANTOBUILDA
STRONG,RELIABLEMACHINE.
THENITHASTO
BEPROGRAMMED.
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Having located the buttons, his fingers trace the wire, fondling to find
the connective point. He probes the metal end and I feel a sudden spark of
life, lights turning red as my body heats. While the space is new to me, I
am comfortable. There are shapes and sounds that are familiar.
He leaves fingerprints but without a goodbye; I do not know if I will see
him again. Perhaps, if I take a turn for the worse, he will come back to me
and this room and make me feel brand new again.

Day 2

Settling in

While I try to drift back to sleep, taking aid from the extractor fan’s
close soft hum, the girls keep me awake with their excitement, prodding and
pressing and frying eggs unnecessarily.
“Look how shiny it is, the dark colour should stain much less than the old
one,” she says as she wipes my surface.
“Yeah, and it heats so quickly.”
One of the girls tells her housemates they should have pancakes tomorrow,
to which they all agree with great enthusiasm. It seems it will be a busy
week.

-

The electric cooker

<html>
<head>
<title> It takes years for a human to build a strong, reliable, functioning
machine. Then it has to be programmed.</title>
</head>
<body>
<h1>Main Heading</h1>
<p>Robots aren’t taking our jobs, they’re becoming our bosses, telling us
how to work and better.</p> 1
</body>
</html>

The hob in my flat makes a mechanical beeping sound when you up the temperature.
Beep beep boop boop. All the way to nine.
Rosie came back at about 3:30am, we didn’t speak. She beep booped on the hob and, because
the kitchen is next to my bedroom and, because she was a little crashy with the saucepans, I
half-woke, stirred and returned to a simulation in which my body was stolen and swapped for
steel.
The metal moved as programmed and my dream followed through the plastic eyes of
die Mensch-Maschine;2 a strictly ordered German jumble that moved in shades of silver.
The hob beep beep boop boops all the way back down to zero, too, but there was no melody
to its retirement that morning, all sound sucked up by the extractor fan’s hum.

1 The article from The Verge explores the idea that, in the future, robots will not take our work from us, but

rather give us tougher work to do, using data to set us tasks that push our limits.
2 translating to the ‘Man Machine’, the electronic album by Kraftwerk features a number of songs about
machines, robots, models, and space.

(2021)
That big silver mound.
When I revisited the site some months later, I couldn’t be sure if I had moved forward or
fallen behind, or if I was just circling over the same spot.3 The machine, in all its spiritless
verisimilitude, looked just as I remembered.

<break / down
di
gest
manage
=produce>
Marches Biogas owns similar machines all across the country. These
specialise in a process called [open textbook]

anaerobic digestion; a sequence of processes by which microorganisms
break down biodegradable material in the absence of oxygen.
[close textbook]
The process is used for industrial or domestic purposes to manage waste or
to produce fuels.
A machine must:
allow for decomposition;
work around what it can’t see;
accept that all other machines are working as it does seeing, sorting, birthing new clutter,
clutter that might look different but that is
essentially the same.

(2020)
I spoke to Rosie and she helped me uncover some things about my practice. After reading
some passages I’d written recently, she pointed out, as she has before, actually, that I write
about very boring things. Finding fantasy in quotidian monotony, I ask questions of things
that don’t really demand answers. I take meaning from small things, make matter from that
meaning and care less for the context they come in. I approach painting in a similar way.

3

Haruki Murakami’s Killing Commendatore. The book, a rambling voyage of discovery,
charts the course of a man on the run who finally circles back towards home.

(1968) “Rotate the pod please, Hal. Rotate the pod.”
“I don’t think he can hear us.” (2001)4

(2020) It has been four days and Colin Baker from Colin Baker Oak Beams has still not
replied.
A painting is still in the studio; the deadline is tonight.
I have to estimate the measurements I meant to take today, now,
and log them on the form.

(2021)
An email pops up in my inbox from Joshua Reynolds.5

Title: A message from the Royal Academy
To: Isabella Norris <isabellarosenorris@googlemail.com>
Date: 12/05/1825

Dearest Isabella,
I do hope you are keeping well. Here, a note, regarding the undergoings of your painting
practice.
Success in your art depends (almost entirely) on your own industry. The industry which I
principally recommend, is not the industry of the hands, but of the mind…
Keep looking beyond what is in front of you.

Yours sincerely,
Joshua Reynolds

4

Lines from 2001: A Space Odyssey. Made in 1968 and set at a future date of 2001, in the film, after discovering a
mysterious artifact buried beneath the Lunar surface, mankind sets off on a quest to find its origins. They are aided by an
intelligent supercomputer, H.A.L. 9000.
5 Joshua Reynolds’ Discourses on Painting and the Fine Arts: Delivered at the Royal Academy. In this text, Reynolds elevates

art as an activity of the mind, calling on painters to imbue their work with more than simply what they see in front of them.

(2020)
It is usually around the exciting part of the project that I lose interest, before I have made
anything of it, once the bit where I can fantasise is lost.
There’s that thought process that (I think) all artists go through in the studio. We work out an
idea, why would we bring that idea to life? Where is the imagination in making what we’ve
made already in our heads, when it has already been entirely thought through?

<rewriting>

So nobody makes anything, and there is no discovery in a kinaesthetic practice, and maybe
even no practice at all. This makes a bleak world. Something still has to come from all this
thinking.
I ask Rosie, “what is the job of an artist, to uncover matter or to intentionally mystify it?”
She tells me she can’t answer that, and that for each artist it must be different, otherwise we’d
all be doing the same thing.
“Is knowing really knowing at all? What do we gain from knowing?”
An outburst. “I don’t know!” With me and with herself, she has been through this before she too is an artist. Rosie composes herself, “but you do like to know. You paint things you
see. You show what you know and how you see it, plainly.”
Transported back to 2021. A dome is ahead.

MODE: AUTOMATIC
#include
int main()
{
int x;
for(x=0;x=10;x=x+1)
{
puts("PAINT");
}
return(0);
}
There’s that thought process that all technology goes through in its
following of orders. We are programmed with an idea, why would we bother to
imagine our own? What is the point thinking about what we might make when
it has already been entirely thought through?

(mid 2021)
Is it earth’s magnetism that confines us to a cycle of looped discovery?
I just tried making this video, using Bristol’s planetarium (a silver ball in Millennium square)
as some kind of spherical metaphor for the way the artists and or humans navigate the
process in their work. I was searching for the sound that a biogas production site would
make on the Marches Biogas Youtube channel. I found one silent video, uploaded three
hours ago, that shows detailed footage of the site taken using a drone. I just wanted to find
sound for a video, but it always comes back to this.

A dome is ahead.
in circles, hedgerows occasionally blocking the view.6

6 Niamh O’Malley’s

It takes us round

Nephin is a filmic pursuit of a mountain. In the chase of an image, our ability to see Nephin
is hindered by the hedgerows that surround it.

The fact of the matter:
The space you choose to inhabit as an artist is so important, where things come together,
where the cruel voice whispers into your ear that you’re only another bot, reinventing the
wheel.
Space

7

is everything.

There is no such thing as a non-functional version of it. To picture such a thing is impossible.
A room in a house that serves absolutely no purpose; it simply becomes a storage room.
There is matter that fills your space, some which might block you from an all-important
mission of de-mystification. If you are not part of this matter, you might be in the way of it.
Matter can help the mission, if you so let it run its course.

7 Heliocentric model, demonstrating the planets in orbit.

(late 2020)
A new image from 2020 (the street view option on Google Maps hasn’t been updated since
May 2011) shows the entire plot of land from a bird’s eye view. Right next to the unnatural
mound, a company called Colin Baker Oak Beams, reliably Devon-sounding in its name,
resides. Its company website is vague and states that, “because of the special nature of
each customer's requirements, we find that initial enquiries are best dealt with by telephone.”
Initial enquiries are all enquiries, what do you have to hide, Colin?

(early 2021)
Most notable in my work is that I like characters. All objects can be characters. Individuals
from the street that I don’t know and never will can be characterised. Individuals they might
know can be too.
In the day-to-day navigation of my own non-studio-based life, I am a person who requires
?/answers? and =/explanation=.
As I am also painfully indecisive, I usually demand these from other people.
In the studio, the things I am trying to work out don’t haunt me because the answers to be
found are usually inconsequential. I have control over the situations, making choices about
them without repercussion. 1 do want the tornadoes in the atelier 8, just on my 0wn terms.
“I can’t fucking paint this anymore!” Back on earth, Rosie drops her paintbrush down onto
the wood panel, splattering paint in all directions. “I just fixed the green bit, now the body’s
all wrong. That was the best bit before, now I’ve fucked it.”
I am sedate, “there’s always going to be another problem, Ros. It’s not fucked, it’s fine.”
Leaning over my notebook, she reaches for the primer, shaking her head as she bows.
“I’m going to start again.”

8 Helene Cixous’ Without End No State of Drawingness No, Rather: The Executioner's Taking Off. Cixous focuses

on enjoying the struggle of drawing, and wanting the challenges that come with it.

MEASURE PAINTING

(late 2021)
I’m going back to
Devon _
today, I must remember to take the measurements of the work I want to send off,
before I get my train tonight. It should only take a minute.

[human picks up measuring instrument and pulls out metal tape]
! ouch | snaps backwards | traps finger with unruly aggression !
=painting: dropped
==measuring: abandoned.

Through my headphones, Heimcomputer9 drowns out the automated male voice that reminds
me of my failure to make the measurement before I got on the train.

9

Another album by Kraftwerk from 1981, this time its title translating to Home Computer. It was remastered
this year, in 2021. In the song, the lines “I program my home computer, beam myself into the future” are
repeated.

(mid 2021)
Where is the line drawn between object and person?
I sprawl my body across the sofa, arms dangling off the edge, legs curled at the arm, Mike
squished beside me. We put on Years and Years10, an icky, near-future BBC series. The big
HD TV makes inattention impossible, and is partly the reason we go to Mike’s house, to
watch TV properly. We are both fully absorbed by the screen until the ending credits. I sit up
abruptly.
“Take a look at my AVC text now, will you? It’s about the dome.”
“Only if you look at my article for the website.”
I nod and we both navigate to the Google Docs apps on our phones, identical devices
except from their model number. Switching Samsungs, we then read through the texts
written by one another, making comments that are only flattering and fruitless.
“Yeah, it’s good,” Mike’s tone turns sarcastic, “I like the bit where you call me your friend, not
your boyfriend.”
“That’s not the point, it would distract from the narrative. The piece is supposed to be
emotionless.”
“You are emotionless, you robot.”
I roll my eyes and recline back onto Mike's knees, becoming one with the sofa again.

(late 2020)
9:18.
Two country lanes, one car and no mobile phone: I am standing at two large closed gates. I
linger, then jump in an attempt to peer into the far distance. Of course, I have no success;
the gates are twice the height of my body. I have no choice but to continue to linger. I notice
a big square black building that, when I was at a distance, was not in view, acknowledging it
now as some kind of storage unit.
When, eventually, a car comes by, as if by fate, it stops at the large gates.
presses into buttons and so commences their slow opening.

A meaty hand

A mole: back pressed against the gates, following the four-by-four, I side-step towards
understanding. Alas, I am re-routed by Galilei, each gate is a pendulum that I can barely
look past before they begin to draw back on themselves and force me to egress.
I run back; the gates fix shut. It is probably about 9:45pm. Deciding all this is for another
time, I walk back to Beech Cottage. Leaving for Bristol the next morning, I will have to try to
understand my findings from there, at least until I come back to visit.

10 The show explores the potential technological advancements

have one’s consciousness uploaded onto The Cloud.

of the future, for example, a possibility to

(mid 2021)
Is it questioning that separates the subject from the object?
On the train, written down is a

MANIFESTO FOR QUESTIONING. It says as

follows:
1. Live serendipitously.
2. Defy programming and orders.
3. Once you know where you are going, stop, re-route, start a new journey.
4. Favour emotion over logic and instinct over reasoning.
5. Take notes for the things you don’t understand.
6. Take things you understand and put them into reverse.

brain sees data / struggles to record it
just repeats data it tries to organise but
forgets and is left
jumbled,
much memory
<corrupted> <Erased>

Giving up entirely, the brain reinstalls the files after a programmed restart.

(mid 2020)
It is 9:18, dark because it is winter, quiet because it is Devon.
I drift from Beech Cottage, a friend’s family house, to a site I saw just near the house earlier
that day. I say I saw a site, what I saw was a big metallic mound with no obvious function. Its
purpose [file missing] was neither traceable on Google Maps or by any kind of signage.

FOREWORD
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